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Abstract: In the beginning God created the heavens and the Earth (Genesis 1: 1)
But how is this possible? After God we know but before who created God? How can we
understand this by science?

In the 20th century science discovered that in nature energy is transformed into matter
and matter becomes energy, this is a truth when cosmic rays make protons collide with atoms of
the high atmosphere and by the energy of the collision produces photons and transforms into
Electrons, that is, energy is matter and matter is energy. Energy and matter are the same with
different appearances according to the circumstances. That is, matter is energy made visible
and condensed and energy is matter in wave form. Particle accelerators also prove this
concept.
This concept of matter being energy and energy being matter was already thought by
Einstein in the famous formula E = m.c². Thus, Einstein made it possible to understand the
existence of God by science. How can we understand?
In the Bible in Isaiah 40:26 there is a scientific statement about transforming energy into
matter. It says: look to heaven and see. Who created these things? It was He who has immense
dynamic energy and terrifying power know all stars by name. Think: How many stars are there
in the Universe? So imagine the energy you need to turn them into matter and still know all their
names.
According science we know energy is eternal, it has no beginning or end but it can be
changeable in various forms of energy and also in matter.
So, if God is the source of energy, He is eternal, has no beginning and no end, and
transforms his energy into what He decides. Of course if the energy is eternal, the source of
energy is eternal too by the mathematical logic of ideas. Also if the source has that which is
called life, the same life can be transmitted to the effects that are the universe and us.
Let's learn the formula of God's energy, that is:
Pe1, Primary energy 1... Re, remaining energy out of the universe because Einstein said “in
addition to the stars they inhabit other worlds of energy”... Tmu, total mass of the universe... c²,
square of speed of light.
So the formula God’s energy is:
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(values for example. You can think others)

